
Teacher Course Course Description

Abboud Chess How to play chess

Alderfer AP Art

AP Art 4, Art 3 and aspiring advanced art students invited to work on existing 

projects to meet deadlines for AP Portfolio and other projects. *This course does 

not offer free art supplies for open-ended projects. You must provide your own 

art supplies and be working on one or more pieces at any given time. 

Boardman Gardening in Greenhouses

Wouldn't you like to learn a hobby that can lift your mood and decrease stress 

levels, all while learning a valuable skill? One of the many health benefits of 

gardening include reducing anxiety and depression. You will learn in this course 

how fish are cultivated to grow vegetables and herbs in an environmentally 

responsible manner. We also will be supplying our cafeteria with healthy 

herbicide-free and pesticide-free produce. In addition, you will have the 

opportunity to harvest, prepare and sample some delicious vegetables.

Elkins E-Sports and Social Gaming

Frank League of Legends

Bring a laptop to play matches of the competitive action-strategy game League 

of Legends.

Franklin Family Reunion Games

We will play games like Bingo, Corn Hole Toss, Dominos, Uno, Chess and 

Checkers. We'll also do puzzles! Each Wednesday will be a day of fun and 

memorable competition.

Granger Boys Group

Real talk. Participate in a group of young men helping each other at being better 

men and adults.

Ham Rags for Rescues

We are excited to introduce a new project called Rags for Rescues. We will be 

making toys for our local No Kill animal shelters. The toys are made from 

recycled materials that are derived from clothes and other rag based items. 

Walmart has decided to support our cause and donate all supplies. By choosing 

to help this non-profit organization you are supporting a dog in need. So sign up 

today have some fun make new friends!!!

Hornsby Quick Easy Cooking We will be focusing on how to make quick, easy, healthy and inexpensive meals.

Johnson, A. Line Dancing

During this enrichment course, students will learn various cultural line dances. 

Line dances are a great way to be active, and dance all while having fun.

LaFavers Open Gym

Lambert Faux Calligraphy

Faux calligraphy is a technique of using any kind of pen to imitate the look of 

modern calligraphy.

Long Percussion Contest Music

This course is designed for Percussion Students only. This will be an opportunity 

to work in a one on one setting with band directors to further develop the 

fundamentals of playing to perform at higher levels for our upcoming contests 

and evaluations. 



Teacher Course Course Description

McCotter

Meditative Art for the Non-

Artist and Artist Alike

You don't have to be considered an "artist" to benefit from an hour of silent 

creativity. In this class the student and facilitator will silently draw, sketch, and 

color using pen, marker, pencil, pastels, and paper. Some supplies will be 

provided, but if you own supplies you prefer to use bring them for your own use 

as well. Although there will be suggested prompts provided each week, you are 

not required to create according to any standard. As this is a Meditative Art 

class, there will be absolutely no talking, sleeping, or academic work in the 

session. Phones may be used only with headphones for the purpose of providing 

music for your contemplative art practice. Electronic devices with stylus may be 

used for the creation of art only and must be checked by the facilitator. No 

matter what, the student must be creating something throughout the entire 

session. "Meditative Art...brings one to the present moment, makes them aware 

and attentive, peaceful and quiet, connecting one to themselves, to their ‘higher 

self’ or a higher power." - Meditativeartsschool.com

Mosley Contest Music 

This course is designed for Band Students only. This will be an opportunity to 

work one on with band directors to further fundamentals of playing to perform 

at higher levels for upcoming contest.

Nikolovski Traditional Japanese Karate

Shorinjiryu (Shao-Lin) Karate is a broad system of a martial art with elements 

based on a strong influence from Okinawan Karate, as well as Aikijujutsu, Judo, 

and various Okinawan, and Japanese weapons arts. Practice methods focus on 

unifying mind, technique and body through a scientific and dynamic approach to 

combat. The practitioners gain confidence, self-discipline, integrity and respect.

Orrantia Chess I would like to teach chess to the students

Ramirez Paranormal Activities

There are some things that simply defy explanation – ghost sightings, UFO and 

alien encounters, and tales of bizarre creatures. This class will be an overview of 

such phenomena through the use of video clips, audio recordings, and class 

discussions. The instructor will share their own personal experience with a 

ghost, and would like to encourage you to bring and share your paranormal 

story if you so choose. Skeptics are also welcome to join, but be ready for 

a spirited  debate!

Samuelson Crafting Corner

Explore your creativity with opportunities to create custom t-shirts, phone grips, 

greeting cards, and other works of art!

Sells Spoken Word and Slam Poetry

Spoken Word and Slam Poetry explore the performance and comepetive side of 

the poetry world."Roses are Red and Violets....arent Blue! Come explore a world 

were words are the most powerful weapon. Think you are up for a challenge?

Sinegal Hairology 101

Hairology 101 is designed to introduce students in the art of natural hair styling. 

You will learn about the history & career options for natural hair, infection 

control principles & practices; the basic principles for professional & personal 

success with natural hair; hair types, structure & textural differences; hair and 

scalp diseases and disorders; basic anatomy, physiology, & nutrition; shampoos, 

conditioners, herbal treatments and rinses; organic ingredients in products vs. 

silicone ingredients in products; managing textured hair; enhancing the natural 

curl (wash n go); and sew in weaves, natural hair and braid maintenance.

Saunders Music Editing for Beginners

Students will learn the basics of sound editing by utilizing the online program 

Audacity. We will use music that the students provide to create new styles of 

music, make mash ups, and add effects to create new songs. 

Clubs
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Sponsor Club Membership

Fyke/Russell SATA Student Athletic Trainers

Guess Skills USA - Criminal Justice Criminal Justice

K. Parker FFA Leadership Team FFA

McCain AMPs AP Mentors

McCants FFA Competition Teams FFA

Meadors DECA Business and Marketing

Cavallo/Miller-Keckler TAFE Future Teachers

Moffet AFJROTC Leadership Team ROTC Leadership

Rausch/Goss/Paul TSA Technology and Engineering

Sandoval/Simien HOSA Health Science

Wilson Skills USA - Auto Tech Automotive Technology

To participate in a club during MUSTang Time, contact the club's sponsor.


